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Abstract

In vitro selection has proven itself as a great tool for isolating func-
tional single stranded RNA sequences from large random pools. However,
the multitude of available folding pathways leave many potentially func-
tional sequences in misfolded states. This research aimed to use kinetic
folding simulations of single-stranded RNA to test thermocycling as a
means of overcoming energy barriers that prevent sequences from reach-
ing a functional secondary structure. In this pursuit, I tested the negative
effects of adding a number of random bases to each end of a known se-
quence, and showed that additional bases can drastically diminish the
folding success of sequences that otherwise fold correctly at a very high
rate. I then simulated thermocycling of a typically unsuccessful sequence
and demonstrated that high temperatures break most or all base-pairs
within a sequence, allowing refolding to occur.

Introduction

In vitro selection is a method of isolating functional nucleic acid sequences
from a very large random pool. The process begins by synthesizing a pool of
roughly 1015 random sequences of DNA, each of which is flanked on both 3’ and
5’ ends with specific non-random regions for cloning and primer hybridization
purposes. The synthesizing is typically carried out with solid-phase phospho-
ramidite chemistry.[1]

Then, sequences are duplicated several times using polymerase chain reac-
tion, and subsequently translated into RNA with T7 RNA polymerase. At this
point, gel electrophoresis can be used to select sequences near a chosen length.

The selection step can be one of a number of unique processes [9]. For testing
a structure’s ability to bind to a target molecule, affinity column chromatogra-
phy is used. In this process, the target molecule is suspended within a solid,
often an agarose gel. This solid, the column, is suspended, and the RNA solution
is made to flow through the gel. RNA capable of binding to the target molecule
will do so, while non-functioning sequences will flow through and be discarded.
The solid column is then subjected to a wash, and finally an elution buffer. This
elution buffer contains a solvent which binds to the target molecule, taking the
place of the RNA, thus allowing the previously bound RNA to flow out of the
column. The majority of the resulting sequences are functional, though the
selection isn’t perfect, and some non-functional sequences might not have been
washed away.

A second method of selection is the use of electrophoresis to select self-
cleaving sequences. These sequences are typically constructed with a non-
random region to be cleaved, a random region to do the cleaving, spacer regions
to allow the strand to fold back on itself, and primer regions needed for sequence
replication. A small percentage of the sequences will contain random regions
capable of interacting, and ultimately splitting the cleaving region, leaving the
sequence in two pieces. Running all the regions through gel electrophoresis al-
lows separation by sequence length. The functional sequence parts will travel
further through the gel than the now longer non-functional sequences. Cutting
out and using only the shorter sequences provides the selective pressure towards
self cleaving capability.
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Figure 1: The three
allowed steps, ob-
served in a Kinfold
folding trajectory

PCR primers to replicate the functional sequences con-
tain the cleaving region in order to reconstruct the entire
sequence for the next round of selection.

The general idea here is to use a step based process
which provides selective pressure in favor of sequences that
perform the chosen function. In that sense, it’s nothing
more than survival of the fittest. Though only two meth-
ods of selection have been described, there are many in
use, most selecting for a different kind of functionality.

Single stranded RNA structure, like protein structure,
is divided into a hierarchy. Primary structure is simply the
sequence of nucleotides that are linked together by their
ribose-phosphate backbone. Secondary structure, the pri-
mary concern of this paper, involves base-pairs between
compatible nucleotides. In nearly all cases, Adenine (A)
pairs with uracil (U) and cytosine (C) pairs with guanine
(G) [6]. Tertiary structure defines an exact orientation
and placement of each nucleotide in space, and is highly
influenced by secondary structure.

Because of the myriad of secondary structures any
given sequence can fold into, and the different free energy
values most structures have, an energy landscape can be
defined that the sequence traverses as it changes shape.
Only a very small subset, if any, of the structures a se-
quence can fold into will be functional. This compounds
the difficulty of in vitro selection. Not only do we need
to find sequences for which functional shapes exist, we
also need those sequences to fold into one of these func-
tional states. At best, the energy landscape for a sequence
will look something like a multi-dimensional ’V’, with the
functional state at the bottom of this valley with the min-
imum possible free energy [10]. At worst, the functional
structure is highly unstable, and very rarely reached dur-
ing typical kinetic folding.

Aim

This research provides evidence of single-stranded RNA
folding problems in the context of in vitro selection, and
shows that thermocycling can improve folding success, in-
creasing the average structure complexity and diversity of
selection results.

Tools

The program used to compute folding trajectories of
RNA sequences for my purposes is Kinfold, developed by
Christoph Flamm and Ivo L. Hofacker of the University
of Vienna [4].
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Under the covers, Kinfold’s algorithm breaks down folding into a simple
move-set of size three: removals, shifts, and additions/formations [2]. Removals
and formations are, respectively, the breaking of a single base pair between
nucleotides, or the formation of a new base pair. A shift involves the replace-
ment of one nucleotide in a base pair for another nucleotide in the sequence,
typically nearby to the replaced nucleotide. Figure 1 shows these three steps
occuring within a folding trajectory produced by Kinfold. The folding trajec-
tory is simulated as a Markov Chain [3]. Each secondary structure has a family
of immediate neighbor structures that can be reached by means of one of the
three possible steps.

The transition probability between structures is dependent upon the change
in free energy between the states. Though exact free energy values for large
structures are not known, it has been shown that summing the free energy
contributions from the substructures and base pairs provides a sufficient ap-
proximation. The canonical Watson-Crick base pairs lower free energy, while
hairpin loops, bulge loops, and interior loops destabilize the structure. Energy
values for each of of these substructures have been known from theoretical and
experimental results as far back as the early 1970s.

The Vienna RNA Suite contains many other tools in addition to Kinfold
[4]. Relevant to this paper is RNAinverse, which, given an input structure
and optional start sequence, will find a sequence whose minimum free energy
structure is the given structure [5]. Using this in tandem with Kinfold provides
a means of testing how often a sequence will fold into its minimum energy
structure. Both of these tools use dot-bracket notation to describe secondary
structure. This notation uses ’(’ for one side of a base pair, and ’)’ to denote
the other half of the pair. Dots ’.’ are used for unpaired bases. Though they
occasionally form in nature, pseudoknot structures are not permitted, as they
would introduce ambiguities. Using dot-bracket notation, we can represent the
top structure of Figure 1 with the following two lines:

AGUCAUGACUGAAGUUACAG

.((.((.......)).))..

Setup

I began by reading through some of the ViennaRNA library man pages, which,
though somewhat lacking, got me off to a good start. I also had the benefit
of looking through some of the work of my predecessor in Dr. Barrick’s lab
[7]. Given no clean C interface to interact with the Vienna library directly, I
resolved to use Python’s multiprocessing module for programmatic input and
output. The first order of business was to run a quick test of RNAinverse to
determine a reasonable maximum structure length for which sequences could
be found. As expected, the program had more difficulty finding sequences for
longer structures.

From a computational standpoint, this problem is embarassingly parallel.
The majority of tasks are entirely separable and independent, with the exception
of the serial Kinfold runs for thermocycling that make up a given kinfold series.
Thermocycling runs must be strung together, with the ending structure of a
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given run used as the starting structure for the next. Given this parallelism, I
built a job scheduler with python’s threadsafe queue module. A worker process
is created for each processing core available. For some of my use cases, after
sequences matching a given minimum energy structure are found with RNAin-
verse, Kinfold runs can be added to the queue.

However, on the other side of the metaphorical coin is the algorithmic com-
plexity of the folding algorithms used by Kinfold. To find this, I ran 100 random
sequences across each of a range of lengths, and measured the clock time re-
quired to fold each sequence for a simulated 360 seconds. I fit this data to
a ∗ lb for length l. My results, seen in Figure 2, suggest that the average case
complexity is worse than O(n3). While this wasn’t a huge concern, it certainly
meant tradeoffs between simulation time, sequence length, and number of runs
for a given sequence.
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Figure 2: Simulation time vs. sequence length for 360 seconds of simulated
folding time. 100 completely random sequences per length. Errorbars show
sample standard deviation. Computation performed on an Athlon X2 4000+
2.0Ghz with 2GB of ram.

Initially, I ran several jobs across a range of sequence lengths, generating
roughly twenty structures per length, and twenty sequences for each of those
structures. This data gave me a good sense of the run-times I was looking at
moving forward, provided a first look at the folding success of sequences, and
helped iron out several bugs in my code. At this point, I migrated from sqlite3
to Postgresql to improve performance, a switch made extremely easy with the
database agnostic SQLAlchemy.

After running 20 sequences repeated 10 times each for a series of sequence
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lengths from 30 to 120 with a step-size of 10, I ended up with a kinfold row table
of about 192 million rows, and a structure table nearly half that size. While
this was an excellent test of whether I had included the necessary and proper
indexes for the queries I needed to perform, it was clear that I had too much
data, the vast majority of which would never be used.

Up to this point, I had been storing the entire trajectories produced by Kin-
fold, rather than a single stop-structure. Storing the entire trajectory meant
several thousand table rows per Kinfold run. While having this extra data was
nice, it caused minor concurrency issues due to the uniqueness of structures, and
consumed an unreasonable amount of disk space. These observations prompted
the datamodel simplification that resulted in a model matching Figure 3. Fur-
ther optimizations could be made, such as encoding sequence and structure
strings with just two bits per character, but wouldn’t have been worth the ef-
fort.

With the intention of developing a user friendly web-based frontend for my
code, I also integrated my modules with the Flask micro-framework. However,
my time and attention was rightly diverted to getting results rather than build-
ing a shiny interface.

Figure 3: Final datamodel. Jobs are instantiated within a script, and then work
in the form of RNAinverse or KinfoldSeries objects is added to the threadsafe
queue. Workers remove objects from the queue and, employing the visitor design
pattern, call their run method to perform the computations using the relevant
ViennaRNA tool.

Questions

There were two main questions we were interested in answering. First, given
a sequence that is highly successful at folding into its lowest energy structure,
how is this folding success rate impacted by flanking the sequence with random
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regions of varied lengths? And second, to what extent is thermocycling able to
increase folding success rates by allowing for cycles of unfolding and refolding?
The first question is relevant in the context of in vitro selection given that func-
tional subsequences are likely to be found embedded within a larger random
sequence. If even short random flanking regions on either end of a potentially
functional sequence significantly reduce folding success, then the selection pro-
cess is likely to throw out that sequence. If thermocycling can improve folding
success, then the modified selection process should retain a greater number of
sequences with functional conformations.

We hypothesized that surrounding a known sequence with random bases
would negatively affect folding success, with longer random regions resulting
in worse performance than shorter regions. The degree of the effect, however,
was entirely unknown. The hypothesis for thermocycling was similar. Surely
thermocycling could help sequences escape from kinetic traps, but we didn’t
know how significantly the folding success would be changed [8].

Results

Armed with a new datamodel, I used RNAinverse to generate 1000 sequences
whose minimum energy structure is the simple 40 base structure shown in (1).
Each of the 1000 sequences where then folded 100 times with Kinfold for a
simulated 360 seconds. The number of times each sequence reached (1) out of
the 100 provides a percentage used to gauge success. It is important to note
that a Kinfold run is considered a success if it reaches the desired structure at
any point in the simulation. The simulation need not end with the sequence in
that structure.

(((((.....(((((..........))))).....))))) (1)

The 1000 unique structures resulted in success rates from 2% to 100%. I
chose three sequences for further investigation. These three sequences will be
referred to by their associated percentage according to the table below. The
90% and 100% sequences were chosen to help answer the first question, whether
flanking a sequence with additional random bases decreases folding success.
The 10% sequence will test whether thermocycling can improve poor folding
performance.

pct sequence

10% UACUGCUAUGCUUUCAUUGAGCACCGAGGGACCGUCAGUG

90% GCCCUUAACUUUAGAUGAACACUAUUUUGACCGCCAGGGC

100% CACAUCACCCACGGCAUCCUUUUCAGCCGUUACACAUGUG

For both 90% and 100% sequences I tested 200 random flanking regions
at each of lengths 5, 10, 20, and 40. The length 5 flanking regions result in
sequences that look like

XXXXXGCCCUUAACUUUAGAUGAACACUAUUUUGACCGCCAGGGCXXXXX
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where each X is randomly selected from {A,U,G,C}. Each of the random se-
quences was folded 100 times for a simulated 600 seconds. Each random se-
quence was assigned a success percentage based on the number of times the
non-random subsequence reached the minimum energy structure (1). Figures 4
and 5 show overlapping histograms of these percentages, and normal distribu-
tion fits for each length. Truncated normal distrubutions with cutoffs at 0 and
100 might have improved fit quality slightly, but were unavailable. To compare
these distributions base sequences, I also ran both the 90% and 100% sequences
through Kinfold 20000 times, and partitioned these runs into 200 groups of 100
using the primary key as an ordering. This partitioning provides some idea of
the naturally occuring variance. The base sequence is not shown on Figure 5 as
it only failed to fold successfully in three out of the 20000 Kinfold runs.

Figure 4: Overlapped histograms of folding success percentages for various
lengths of random bases appended to each end of the 90% sequence. 20000
runs for each length, split into 200 groups of 100 runs each. The number of suc-
cessful folds out of each 100 yields a percentage. Percentages are accumulated
and plotted as a histogram with 101 bins. Normal distribution fits are plotted
in the foreground.

Both figures show a clear trend. Appending random regions to both ends
of normally highly successful sequences will significantly reduce folding success,
with longer regions resulting in worse performance than shorter sequences. This
result was somewhat expected. The extra bases on the ends provide more poten-
tial base-pairs for the bases within the 90% and 100% sequences, increasing the
likelihood that an undesirable base-pair will form, preventing the subsequence
from reaching (1).

I chose the 10% sequence to demonstrate the possible benefits of thermocy-
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cling during the selection process because there is plenty of room for improve-
ment. I ran 5000 Kinfold runs with the 10% sequence for 3600 simulated seconds
at 37◦C, and recorded the first occurance of (1) in a run as the stop time. I then
plotted an accumulation of these stop times against simulation time, resulting
in the non-cycling line in Figure 6. To simulate thermocycling, I tacked several
Kinfold runs together, using the last structure of each run as the starting struc-
ture of the next. I tested 60 second high temperature intervals separated by 540
seconds at 37◦C. High temperatures tested were 70◦, 90◦, 110◦, and 200◦ Cel-
sius. The two former are rational choices for thermocycling, while the two latter
were tests of Kinfold to see whether the thermocycling performance approached
expectations. The naive model of thermocycling presumes that sequences melt
completely during their time at high temperature, and begin folding from an
open structure with no base pairs when the temperature drops. This constitutes
a complete reset of the folding state. With this naive model in mind, I fit the
non-thermocycling data to a ∗ timeb and used the first 600 seconds of the fit to
construct an expected fit for the thermocycling runs. This fit is essentially the
first 600 seconds repeated 6 times, but shifted over and scaled by one minus the
percent of sequences which successfully folded in previous time steps.

Figure 5: Overlapped histograms of folding success percentages for various
lengths of random bases appended to each end of the 10% sequence. 20000
runs for each length, split into 200 groups of 100 runs each. The histogram for
the base 100% sequence isn’t shown, as it would dwarf the others. The 100% se-
quence failed to fold successfully only 3 out of the 20000 runs. However, adding
even a few random bases to each end greatly disrupts folding success.

The results of thermocycling at various temperatures showed some inter-
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esting things. First, thermocycling to 70◦ underperformed the naive fit, likely
because several of the runs became trapped behind a high energy barrier that
could not be overcome in a 70◦ environment. However, several runs reached (1)
during the time at 70◦, suggesting that thermocycling to temperatures below
90◦ can assist slightly misfolded sequences in overcoming minor energy hur-
dles, without completely melting the sequences to an open structure. At 90◦,
we thought most if not all runs would lose all base pairs after 60 seconds at
temperature. This was not the case. Sorting through the start structures for
Kinfold runs following time spent at 90◦ shows many structures with a number
of base pairs remaining, and a striking minority of these runs started from a
completely open structure. So, even at 90◦, some structure can remain, and the
remaining structure is, on average, more likely to fold into (1) when returned to
37◦ than a completely open starting structure. We did not expect this result,
and subsequently ran thermocycling at the two additional temperatures, 110◦

and 200◦, to determine whether or not simulations approached the naive model
for higher temperatures.

The 110◦ and 200◦ thermocycling tests again outperformed the naive model,
with higher temperatures uniformly folding with greater success than lower tem-
peratures. However, attempted tests at even higher temperatures revealed odd
behavior by Kinfold, such as starting structures that did not match the input
provided. It is possible that such inconsistencies affected some of the runs even
at the more reasonable temperatures. Even so, it is clear that thermocycling
roughly doubles the folding success rate at 3600 seconds for this sequence, and
that high temperatures tend to preserve base pairs which later improve the
chances of folding into the desired minimum energy structure.

Application

Thermocycling has the potential to reduce the number of in vitro selection
cycles, and provide a more diverse family of functional sequences. Upon com-
pletion of the selection, next-gen sequencing provides the capability to sequence
the entire pool of functional sequences. From here, several of these sequences
can be selected, synthesized, and then multiplied with PCR. Introducing muta-
tions into this population and then once again selecting for functionality allows
one to pinpoint specifically which subsequences are required for function.

Knowing this, Kinfold could be used to search sequence space for sequences
which fold correctly with very high probability. Additionally, comparing the
functional sections from distinct sequences in the family might provide insight
into the requirements of functionality, and could allow for the design of more
highly optimized sequences. It has been shown previously that even small steps
within sequence-space can result in very large differences in sequence function
[8].

What’s most important in the search for new functional groups is finding a
beachhead sequence, some new functional pattern or structure that can later be
optimized later through minor mutations.
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Figure 6: Comparison of thermocycling at various temperatures to maintaining
a static 37◦ for the 10% sequence. The value of a given curve at time t is the
percent of those runs whose stop time is less than or equal to t. Vertical red
dotted lines denote when time at high temperature begins, while vertical blue
dotted lines indicate a return to 37◦. The fit for the static temperature runs
uses the equation a ∗ tb. The naive cycling fit uses the first 600 seconds of the
non-cycling fit back to back six times. The first is identical to the non-cycling
fit, while the later five are shifted up and over as needed, and scaled by one
minus the percent left to fold.

Conclusion

Only through highly parallel methods can we hope to search even the tiniest
sliver of RNA sequence space. In vitro selection has alowed researchers to isolate
functional nucleic acids from large libraries of 1013 to 1015 random sequences.
Even so, these methods are biased towards selecting smaller functional struc-
tures that have greater folding success.

Until science has discovered a general method for designing and optimizing
folding success and functionality of single-stranded nucliec acids, we will con-
tinue to seek out improvements to current technologies. I have demonstrated
one of the many difficulties of in vitro selection, and shown that thermocycling
can provide greatly increased folding success.

There is still much research to be done, however. The space of possible se-
quences and structures is staggering, and there are many interesting variables
to investigate. For instance, the structure (1) I used has half of it’s bases paired.
It is not immediately clear whether more or fewer base-pairs result in greater
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functionality. Another possible topic for further research would be varying the
length of thermocycles, and perhaps changing the temperature very gradually,
in hopes of overcoming small energy barriers without immediately melting the
sequences to nearly open structures. My results of thermocycling show some
Kinfold runs folding successfully at 70◦, suggesting that the intermediate tem-
peratures encountered during slow cycling could assist in folding success.

During my time with the lab, I’ve gained an appreciation for the synergy
that is possible between simulation and wet lab. Simulation is generally cheap
and can provide a good sense of how a system is behaving at a high level, but
one must be vigilant in trying to understand how the many implicit assump-
tions and approximations are affecting the results. Wet lab, on the other hand,
typically has a longer turnaround time from hunch to results, but there is sim-
ply no substitution for getting actual data. Each method has its strengths, and
combining them provides a powerful platform for discovery.

”If in doubt our program is right, nature is at fault.”
- ViennaRNA man pages
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